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ABSTRACT During clathrin-mediated endocytosis, a patch of flat plasma membrane is deformed into a vesicle. In walled13

cells, such as plants and fungi, the turgor pressure is high and pushes the membrane against the cell wall, thus hindering14

membrane internalization. In this paper, we study how a patch of membrane is deformed against turgor pressure by force and by15

curvature-generating proteins. We show that a large amount of force is needed to merely start deforming the membrane and an16

even larger force is needed to pull a membrane tube. The magnitude of these forces strongly depends on how the base of the17

membrane is constrained and how the membrane is coated with curvature-generating proteins. In particular, these forces can be18

reduced by partially but not fully coating the membrane patch with curvature-generating proteins. Our theoretical results show19

excellent agreement with experimental data.20

SIGNIFICANCE Yeast cells have been widely used as a model system to study clathrin-mediated endocytosis. The
mechanics of membrane during endocytosis has been extensively studied mostly in low turgor pressure condition, which
is relevant for mammalian cells but not for yeast cells. It has been suggested that as a result of high turgor pressure
in yeast cells, a large amount of force is needed to drive the progress of the membrane invagination. In this paper, we
investigated biologically relevant mechanisms to reduce the force requirement. We highlight the role of boundary conditions
at the membrane base, which is a factor that has been largely ignored in previous studies. We also investigate the role
of curvature-generating proteins and show that a large protein coat does not necessarily reduce the force barrier for
endocytosis.

INTRODUCTION21

Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) is an active process eukaryotic cells use to transport materials from their outside22

environment to inside of the cell (1–6). During CME, a patch of flat plasma membrane is bent into the cell and severed to23

release a vesicle (Figure 1a). Deforming the membrane towards the cytoplasm is opposed by membrane’s resistance to bending24

and membrane tension (7, 8). In walled cells such as plants and fungi, the inward deformation is also opposed by turgor pressure,25

which pushes the membrane against the cell wall (9–11). In yeast cells, the inner pressure can be up to 1.5 MPa (12, 13). It is26

conjectured that as a consequence of this high turgor pressure, the membrane invagination exhibits a narrow tubular shape27

with a diameter of ∼ 30 nm in yeast cells (4, 14), while in mammalian cells the invagination exhibits a spherical shape with a28

diameter of ∼ 100 nm due to a relatively low pressure (∼ 1kPa) (15).29

In the past decade several theoretical models have been proposed to account for the membrane shape evolution during30

CME (16–20). Most of these models have assumed conditions relevant to mammalian cells, i.e. low turgor pressure (< 1 kPa)31

and focused on the role of membrane tension. Such tension-dominant membrane deformations have also been extensively studied32

in in vitro experiments where membrane tethers are pulled from giant liposomes (21–23). In contrast, the pressure-dominant33

regime of membrane deformations, which is relevant to endocytosis in walled cells, has been rarely studied (18). The role of34

turgor pressure in shaping the membrane has been extensively studied in the case of closed vesicles (24–26). The typical force35
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barrier to invaginate a membrane tube against a membrane tension of 0.01 pN/nm is only 10 − 100 pN, whereas a substantial36

force (∼ 1000 pN) is required to overcome a turgor pressure of 1 MPa (5, 27, 28).37

The cytoskeleton protein actin is essential for generating the forces required for CME in yeast cells (10, 29–35). However,38

the exact organization of actin filaments around the membrane invagination remains elusive. Actin filaments are likely organized39

into a tight meshwork since ribosomes are excluded from the endocytic sites and actin filaments are heavily crosslinked40

(Figure1a and b) (36). How the actin machinery produces force to bend the membrane remains unclear. The most commonly41

accepted hypothesis is that polymerization of actin filaments is converted into a pulling force acting on the tip of the invagination42

through a push-pull mechanism (27, 37–39). In this mechanism, actin filaments are nucleated on a ring around a patch of43

clathrin and adaptor proteins. Polymerization of actin filaments at the ring, which is the base of the invagination, pushes the44

actin meshwork away from the plasma membrane, and in turn pulls the invagination inwards thanks to the adaptor proteins that45

link actin filaments to the membrane tip.46

Membrane can also be bent by proteins that induce membrane curvature. Clathrin molecules can assemble into a cage-like47

icosahedral lattice composed of hexagons and pentagons in vitro (40, 41). The clathrin-lattice alone is able to induce spherical48

buds from membrane in reconstituted experiments (42). In yeast cells, the clathrin lattice acts as a scaffold linked to the49

plasma membrane via adaptor proteins and they together form a rigid coat at the membrane invagination tip (43, 44). Based on50

measurements of the copy number of clathrin molecules in yeast cells, this coat is expected to form a hemi-spherical cap (45).51

Many clathrin-associated proteins, such as BAR-domain proteins and epsin, have also shown the capacity to induce membrane52

curvature and might help with CME (46, 47).53

In this paper, we study CME under conditions of high turgor pressure and low membrane tension by investigating a54

theoretical model, which describes how a membrane patch is deformed by a point force and by proteins that induce membrane55

curvature. In the absence of coat proteins, we show that as a result of high turgor pressure (1 MPa), a large amount of force is56

needed to merely start deforming the membrane and an even larger force is needed to pull a membrane tube. We also show that57

the magnitude of these forces strongly depend on the constraints at the base of the membrane patch. In particular, the force to58

start deforming the membrane increases with the base radius, while the force barrier to pull a membrane tube decreases with the59

base radius. The forces also depend on whether the angle of the membrane at the base can freely rotate or not.60

When the membrane is coated with curvature-generating proteins, we show that the forces to deform partially coated61

membranes are quantitatively and qualitatively different from the forces to deform fully coated membranes. By partially coating62

the membrane, the force barrier that is usually present for fully coated membranes can be dramatically reduced to zero, which63

implies that the membrane can be spontaneously curved up into a vesicular shape.64

We find excellent agreement between our theory and experiments. With a single set of parameters for the partially coated65

membrane model, we can fit geometric features of the membrane shape obtained via electron tomography across different66

stages of CME. From the comparison, we estimate that the force required for CME in yeast cells is ∼ 2500 pN if the membrane67

angle at the base is free to rotate. This result suggests that actin polymerization alone is insufficient to provide the force to drive68

the membrane invagination during CME.69

METHODS70

Model of the membrane patch at the endocytic site71

We model the membrane patch at the endocytic site as an axisymmetric two-dimensional surface. The shape of the membrane is72

parameterized with its meridional coordinates ['(B), / (B)], where B is the arclength along the meridional direction (Figure1c).73

The angle k(B) spans between the tangential direction and the horizontal direction. The actin polymerization force is modeled as74

a point force 5 acting at the symmetric center of the membrane, which is lifted to a height ! relative to the cell wall (Figure1c).75

The membrane patch is in contact with the cell wall at a base radius of 'b, which is covered by a ring of proteins as observed in76

recent experiments (27). We assume the proteins serve as anchors that fix the base of the membrane to the cell wall, therefore77

'b is a constant. Outside of 'b there is a lipid reservoir such that the membrane tension f is kept constant at the base points.78

An isotropic turgor pressure ? is exerted on the membrane, which possesses a bending rigidity ^ and spontaneous curvature 2079

due to protein coating. The free energy of the membrane, which takes into account of the influence of curvature-generating80

proteins, can be written as81

� =
^

2

∫
(21 + 22 − 20)2 d� + f� + ?+ − 5 !, (1)

where 21 and 22 denote the two principle curvatures of the membrane surface (48), � denotes the surface area and + denotes82

the volume between the membrane and the cell wall. The reference state for the free energy � in Eq. (1) is a vertically flat and83

horizontally circular shape. We consider both a homogeneous model where the spontaneous curvature 20 is spatially uniform -84

such as a bare membrane or a membrane fully coated with curvature-generating proteins - and an inhomogeneous model where85
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20 is spatially varied - such as a membrane partially coated by curvature-generating proteins (Figure1c).86

Due to rotational symmetry about the I-axis, the free energy of the membrane in Eq. (1) can be expressed as a functional87

� = 2c
∫ (

0
G[k, ', ¤k, ¤', W]3B, (2)

where ¤k and ¤' denote their derivatives with respect to the arclength B, ( denotes the total arclength from the tip to the base, W is88

a Lagrangian multiplier that enforces the geometric relation ¤' = cosk (see Appendix for the explicit form of G). The shape of89

the membrane is determined by minimization of the free energy � with respect to small variations of the membrane shape90

variables Xk and X'. Proper boundary conditions (BCs) at the base, where the ring of proteins are formed and the membrane91

is in contact with the cell wall, are also needed to determine the membrane shape. The exact BCs require knowledge of the92

microscopic interactions between the membrane, the cell wall, and the ring of proteins. As these microscopic interactions are93

unclear, we choose to derive the BCs in the following way. The small variations of Xk and X' result in variation of the free94

energy X�, which consists of boundary terms like mG
m ¤k Xk and mG

m ¤' X'. Four types of BCs at the base can be identified by letting95

these boundary terms vanish (Table 1). Physically they correspond to the combination of whether the base radius is fixed or96

variable, and whether the angle of the membrane at the base is fixed or free to rotate. We focus on the two BCs where the base97

radius is fixed (' = 'b) and refer them as free-hinge BC (BC1 in Table 1) if the membrane angle is free to rotate ( mG
m ¤k = 0) and98

fixed-hinge BC (BC2 in Table 1) if the membrane angle is fixed to zero (k = 0). We also compare our results with a previous99

work (18), which studied the homogeneous model with a BC where the base is free to move and the membrane angle is fixed100

(BC4 in Table 1).101

Table 1: Possible boundary conditions at the base of the endocytic membrane.

Base radius Membrane angle at the base Mathematical definition
BC1a fixed free ' = 'b, mG

m ¤k = 0
BC2b fixed fixed ' = 'b, k = 0
BC3 free free mG

m ¤' = 0, mG
m ¤k = 0

BC4c free fixed mG
m ¤' = 0, k = 0

a Referred to as the free-hinge BC.
b Referred to as the fixed-hinge BC.
c BC4 has been studied in (18) for the homogeneous model.

Table 2: Fitting parameters to compare with experimental data

Symbols Physical meaning Values for the free-hinge BC Values for the fixed-hinge BC
? Turgor pressure 1 MPa 1 MPa
'p Characteristic tube ra-

dius
16 nm 21 nm

20 Spontaneous curva-
ture of the membrane
induced by protein
coat

0.063 nm−1 0.048 nm−1

00 Coating area of pro-
teins

1609 nm2 2771 nm2

'b Base radius of the
membrane patch

32 nm 42 nm

f Surface tension at the
base

0.032 pN/nm 0.042 pN/nm

U Control parameter for
the sharpness of the
coating edge

0.006 nm−2 0.004 nm−2
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RESULTS102

The characteristic forces to elongate a membrane tube are different between pressure-dominant103

and tension-dominant conditions.104

To demonstrate the distinct physics of CME between pressure-dominant and tension-dominant conditions, we approximate105

the elongated endocytic invagination (as in Figure 1a, for example) as a cylindrical tube of radius ' and length ! and derive106

analytic formulas for the forces to elongate a membrane tube. The free energy (1) under this approximation becomes107

� tube = 2c'!

[
^

2

(
1
'
− 20

)2
+ f + ?'

2

]
− 5 !. (3)

Without considering the effect of the spontaneous curvagture (20 = 0), in the case of pressure-dominant condition (f = 0), by108

minimization of �tube with respect to ' and !, we obtain the characteristic tube radius 'p and the corresponding force 5p (18):109

'p =

(
^

2?

)1/3
, 5p = 3c'2

p? =
3c
2

(
2^2?

)1/3
. (4)

Note that the tube radius scales with the turgor pressure as 'p ∝ ?−1/3, but the force obeys 5p ∝ ?1/3. This means a higher110

turgor pressure results in a narrower tube, but needs larger forces to elongate. In the case of tension-dominant condition, the111

characteristic tube radius 'f and force 5f read (49):112

'f =

( ^
2f

)1/2
, 5f = 4c'ff = 2c (2^f)1/2 . (5)

As for endocytosis in yeast cells, f ≈ 0.01 pN/nm (19), ? ≈ 1 MPa (12, 13) and ^ ≈ 300:B) (43). These numbers lead to113

a rough estimation of 'p ≈ 8.5 nm, 5p ≈ 700 pN and 'f ≈ 250 nm, 5f ≈ 30 pN. The radius of long endocytic invaginations114

observed experimentally is about 15 nm (14), which is much closer to the estimated 'p than the estimated 'f , thus supporting115

the statement that the turgor pressure but not the membrane tension is the dominant factor that opposes endocytosis in yeast116

cells. For the rest of the paper, we assume f = 0.002?'p such that 'f = 22'p � 'p, and therefore the turgor pressure always117

dominates over the surface tension in shaping the membrane. We measure the length in units of the characteristic radius 'p and118

the force in units of the characteristic force 5p. The pressure is non-dimensionalized with ^/'3
p to a constant 0.5. The mechanics119

of the system is then determined by only a few dimensionless parameters, including the rescaled base radius 'b/'p, the rescaled120

spontaneous curvature 20'p, as well as the rescaled coating area 00/(2c'2
p) and the rescaled edge sharpness parameter U2c'2

p121

when considering the inhomogeneous model (see Eq. (6)).122

A large base radius lowers the force barrier to pull a membrane tube against turgor pressure.123

We first consider the case of a membrane at the endocytic site void of any curvature-generating proteins (i.e., 20'p = 0), and124

study the effect of base radius on the required forces to pull a membrane tube. The effect of forces on the membrane deformation125

is characterized by the force-height ( 5 -!) curve, which in general is non-monotonic (Figure 2a - d). A force barrier �max appears126

at a relatively low height ! when the membrane is dome-shaped (Figure 2a - d, inset, labeled by circles). As the membrane127

is lifted further up, the membrane changes from a dome-shape to an Ω-shape, when a narrow neck appears (signaled by the128

tangential angle k = c/2 at an intermediate arclength). The force 5 then decreases with ! and approaches the elongation force129

�e ≡ lim!→∞ 5 (!), which equals 5p in the case of a bare membrane as expected by Eq. (4). The existence of a force barrier in130

the 5 -! curve is similar to that in the tension-dominant condition (49). However, two striking differences should be noted: (i) in131

the pressure-dominant condition discussed here, a nonzero initiation force �init ≡ 5 (! = 0) is needed to merely start deforming132

the membrane, i.e., to lift the membrane just off the cell wall (Figure 2e and f, diamonds), whereas in the tension-dominant133

condition, �init = 0 is independent of 'b (49); (ii) when pressure dominates, the force barrier �max significantly varies with the134

base radius 'b (Figure 2e and f, circles), whereas in the tension-dominant condition, �max always overshoots 13% relative to the135

equilibrium force 5f (49), independent of 'b.136

When comparing the differences between the 5 -! curves for the two BCs, we notice that: (i) the initiation force �init scales137

with the base radius 'b as �init =
3
8c'

2
b? for the free-hinge BC, whereas �init =

1
4c'

2
b? for the fixed-hinge BC (Figure 2e and f,138

solid curves, see Supporting Material for the derivation); (ii) though the initiation force �init is smaller for the fixed-hinge BC139

than for the free-hinge BC, the opposite trend is observed for the force barrier �max. The difference in �max is more pronounced140

for smaller base radii. For instance, when 'b = 0.5'p, the force barrier �max is about 4 5p for the free-hinge BC, while it is 7 5p141

for the fixed-hinge BC (Figure 2a and b, labeled by circles); (iii) The membrane neck appears at a smaller membrane height142
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for the fixed-hinge BC than for the free-hinge BC. For instance, when 'b = 2'p, the neck appears at a height of 3'p for the143

fixed-hinge BC, but 4'p for the free-hinge BC (Figure 2c and d, labeled by squares).144

When the membrane is pulled up above the height of 6'p, the force to elongate the tube remains almost unchanged �e = 5p,145

regardless of the BCs and the base radii. However, the shape of the membrane can be quite different for different radii 'b. If146

'b < 'p, the membrane exhibits a balloon-shape with a narrower base than the tubular body (Figure 2a and b, inset, labeled by147

triangles), whereas when 'b > 'p, a wider base connected to a narrower body is observed (Figure 2c and d, inset, labeled by148

triangles), which is more consistent with experimental observations (14).149

For both BCs, the force barrier �max is significantly reduced with increasing base radius 'b. When the base radius is150

increased from 0.5'p to 3'p, the force barrier is reduced from 4 5p to 1.5 5p for the free-hinge BC, and from 7 5p to 2 5p for the151

fixed-hinge BC (Figure 2e, f, circles). These results suggest that a relatively wide base facilitates CME in yeast cells. With152

parameters listed in Table 2, the force barrier to pull a membrane tube against a turgor pressure of 1 MPa can be reduced to153

3500 pN for the free-hinge BC and 8000 pN for the fixed-hinge BC when the base radius 'b is greater than 30 nm (Figure 2e, f,154

circles). For the rest of the paper, we fix the base radius at 'b = 2'p and study the other factors that influence the membrane155

shape and the force to pull a membrane tube.156

The ability of a fully-covered protein coat to reduce the force barrier and the initiation force157

depends on boundary conditions158

In this section, we consider the effect of a uniform coat of curvature-generating proteins on membrane deformations. The ability159

of curvature-generating proteins to induce membrane curvature is characterized by the spontaneous curvature 20 in the model.160

When the spontaneous curvature 20 is small, e.g., 20'p = 0.2, the 5 -! curves show similar trends as a fully uncoated coated161

membrane. However, a new branch of solutions with negative forces emerges (Figure 3a and b, dashed line). On this branch, the162

membrane exhibits a highly curved Ω-shape, and has part of the shape lying below the plane I = 0. The membrane therefore163

may interact with the cell wall. This interaction is not considered in our model. The branch terminates at a limiting shape of a164

closed spherical vesicle budding off from the base (Figure 3a and b, inset, labeled by stars). The free energy of the membrane on165

this negative-force branch is significantly higher than that on the positive-force branch (Figure S1 in the Supporting Material),166

thus being energetically unfavorable. Hereafter, the free energy refers to Eq. (1) excluding the contribution − 5 ! from the167

external pulling force.168

When the spontaneous curvature 20 is large, e.g., 20'p = 1, the 5 -! curve breaks into two branches, each branch only169

covering part of the membrane height (Figure 3c and d). In the small-! branch, one ! has two corresponding forces 5 . The170

larger 5 corresponds to a solution with a dome shape (Figure 3c and d, inset, labeled by circles), while the smaller 5 corresponds171

to a solution with an Ω-shape (Figure 3c and d, inset, labeled by hexagons). The dome-shape has lower free energy than the172

Ω-shape for the same membrane height !, and therefore is energetically more stable (Figure S1, c and d). The large-! branch173

starts from a point at which the force 5 is slightly above zero, and the shape of the membrane is shown as a vesicle budding off174

from the base (Figure 3c and d, inset, labeled by stars). This shape has the lowest free energy in the large-! branch, which175

implies that if a long tube is pulled up and maintained by a force, when the force is gradually released, the tube retracts and a176

vesicle spontaneously forms and detaches from the base of the membrane.177

For a fully coated membrane, increasing the spontaneous curvature 20 is able to reduce the elongation force �e. With178

increasing 20'p from 0 to 1, �e shows exactly the same dependence on 20 for both BCs and drops from 5p to about 0.2 5p179

(Figure 3e and f, squares). However, The impact of the spontaneous curvature 20 on the initiation force �e and the force barrier180

�max shows qualitative differences between the two BCs: (i) under the free-hinge BC, the initiation force �init drops down with181

increasing 20 and becomes negative for 20'p > 0.4 (Figure 3e, diamonds and solid line). This negative �init implies that the182

membrane is spontaneously bent off the cell wall without external forces. By contrast, under the fixed-hinge BC, the initiation183

force �init remains positive and almost constant (Figure 3f, diamonds and solid line); (ii) the force barrier �max noticeably184

decreases from 1.5 5p to 5p with increasing 20 under the free-hinge BC, while �max remains almost constant at 2 5p under the185

fixed-hinge BC (Figure 3e and f, circles).186

In biological terms, our results suggest that for a membrane fully coated with curvature-generating proteins, the protein187

coat might significantly reduce the forces to start deforming the membrane if the membrane angle at the base is free to188

rotate. However, the protein coat has little impact on the forces if the membrane angle is fixed to zero. With the parameters189

listed in Table 2, the force barrier to pull a membrane tube for the fixed-hinge BC can be reduced from 3500 pN for a fully190

uncoated membrane to 2500 pN for a fully-coated membrane (Figure 3e, circles), but the force barrier is kept at 8000pN for the191

fixed-hinge BC, regardless of the spontaneous curvature (Figure 3f, circles).192
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Partially coating the membrane with curvature-generating proteins can reduce the initiation force193

and the force barrier but not the elongation force194

In this section, we study the inhomogenenous model where the membrane is coated with curvature-generating proteins only195

around the tip, thus mimicking the distribution of clathrin and other adaptor proteins. The spontaneous curvature in our model196

spatially varies as197

20 (0) =
20
2
{1 − tanh[U(0 − 00)]} , (6)

where 0(B) is the surface area calculated from the tip to the position of arclength B. The parameter U controls the sharpness of198

the coating edge. The coating area of proteins is denoted by 00, and these proteins induce a spontaneous curvature of 20 in the199

coated region of the membrane. This form of spontaneous curvature has been used in many previous studies (16, 17, 19, 20).200

We first vary the coating area 00 while fixing the spontaneous curvature at 20'p = 1. When 00 is small, the 5 -! curves are201

non-monotonic with a single force barrier �1
max at a low membrane height, similar to that of a bare membrane (data not shown).202

However, when 00 is above a critical value, a second force barrier �2
max emerges on the 5 -! curve at a higher membrane height203

where the membrane exhibits an Ω-shape (Figure 4a and b, inset, labeled by triangles). For 00/(2c'2
p) = 1, the protein coat204

forms a hemispherical cap when the membrane is pulled up into a tubular shape (Figure 4a and b, inset, labeled by triangles).205

The initiation forces are negative for both BCs and the zero force 5 = 0 intersects with the 5 -! curve at a positive membrane206

height (Figure 4a and b, inset, labeled by circles). For very large coating area (00/(2c'2
p) = 2), the membrane is almost fully207

coated with proteins when the membrane is flat (Figure 4c, inset, labeled by circles). The 5 -! curve is broken into two branches,208

each branch only covering part of the membrane height (Figure 4c and d), similar to the 5 -! curve of a fully coated membrane.209

The two branches might overlap in some intermediate membrane heights. For the free-hinge BC, the zero force 5 = 0 intersects210

with the 5 -! curve at three points, two of them lying on the small-! branch and the third one on the large-! branch (Figure 4c,211

inset, labeled by circles and squares in the small-! branch and triangles in the large-! branch). The two points on the small-!212

branch correspond to a dome-shape of low free energy and a tubular shape of high free energy (Figure S2, c, circles and213

squares). Therefore, in the absence of forces, the membrane adopts a dome-shape, spontaneously curved off from the cell wall.214

The one point on the large-! branch corresponds to a highly curved Ω-shape with a narrow neck (Figure 4c, inset, labeled by215

triangles), which is the final shape of a long membrane tube when it retracts upon force release. The large-! branch starts with a216

limiting membrane shape that is a closed vesicle budding off from the base (Figure 4c, inset, labeled by stars). In contrast with217

the fully coated membrane, the force at this point is negative, which means that a downward force is further needed to push the218

membrane into a budding vesicle when the membrane tube retracts. Under the fixed-hinge BC, the 5 -! curve for 00/(2c'2
p) = 2219

shows similar features with that of the free-hinge BC, except that the dome-shaped solution at 5 = 0 does not exist (Figure 4d).220

This is because the initiation force �init is positive and the membrane cannot be spontaneously curved off from the cell wall.221

Despite some common features in the 5 -! curves for both BCs, differences also exist: (i) under the free-hinge BC, the222

initiation force �init decreases and remains negative with increasing 00, whereas under the fixed-hinge BC, �init is negative223

for intermediate values of 00, and becomes positive for larger 00 (Figure 4e and f, diamonds); (ii) a similar difference is also224

observed for the low-height force barrier �1
max, which is monotonically decreasing with 00 under the free-hinge BC, whereas it225

is non-monotonic under the fixed-hinge BC (Figure 4e and f, circles).226

For a partially coated membrane, the low-height force barrier �1
max can be significantly reduced to below 5p for some coating227

areas (Figure 4e and f, circles), whereas the high-height force barrier �2
max increases with 00 and remains above 5p (Figure 4e228

and f, stars). This is because the force barrier �2
max must be greater than the elongation force �e, which equals 5p for both BCs229

and any coating areas. This trade off between the two force barriers implies there is an optimum coating area that minimizes the230

overall force barrier. With the parameters listed in Table 2, the optimum coating area is about 1200 nm2 for the free-hinge BC231

and 2000 nm2 for the fixed-hinge BC. The minimum force barrier is about 2500 pN for the free-hinge BC, and about 4000pN232

for the fixed-hinge BC. Compared with the force barrier of 8000pN for a fully coated membrane under the fixed-hinge BC,233

partially coating the membrane significantly reduces the force barrier.234

Increasing the spontaneous curvature of partially coated membrane leads to a sharp transition of235

the membrane shape.236

In this section, we vary the spontaneous curvature 20 while fixing the coating area (00/(2c'2
p) = 1) to study how 20 influences237

the 5 -! curves for a partially coated membrane. Upon gradually increasing 20, the 5 -! curve shows similar trends to what238

we observed when increasing the coating area. Above a critical value of 20, a high-height force barrier �2
max appears on the239

5 -! curve in addition to the low-height force barrier �1
max (Figure 5a and b). Further increasing the spontaneous curvature 20240

splits the 5 -! curve into two branches, a small-! branch and a large-! branch (Figure 5c and d). A striking new feature is that241

when 20'p = 2, the force for the entire small-! branch falls below zero (Figure 5c and d). The zero force 5 = 0 intersects with242
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the 5 -! curve on the long-! branch at only one point, which corresponds to a highly curved Ω-shape (Figure 5c and d, inset,243

labeled by squares). This shape has the lowest free energy (Figure S3, c and d, labeled by squares), which implies that even in244

the absence of forces, increasing the spontaneous curvature 20 can lead to a transition of the membrane from the dome-shape in245

the small-! branch to the Ω-shape in the large-! branch. The membrane height has a sharp increase during this transition.246

The spontaneous curvature 20 not only influences the forces but also the morphology of the clathrin coat. When 20'p = 2,247

the clathrin coat tends to bend the membrane to a narrow radius of ≈ 0.5'p and the coated area exhibits a pearl-like structure248

when elongated (Figure 5c and d, triangles). However, for 20'p = 1, the clathrin coat maintains a roughly hemispherical cap249

(Figure 4a and b, triangles).250

Both the low-height force barrier �1
max and the initiation force �init linearly decrease with increasing 20 (Figure 5e and f,251

circles and diamonds), and they become negative when 20 is beyond a critical value. By contrast, the high-height force barrier252

�2
max linearly increases with 20 (Figure 5e and f, stars), and remains above 5p. The optimum spontaneous curvature, which has253

the minimum force barrier, is about 0.8'−1
p for both BCs. The corresponding force barrier is as much as 5p, which is the lowest254

force barrier one can achieve by partially coating the membrane with curvature-generating proteins. With the parameters listed255

in Table 2, the optimum spontaneous curvature corresponds to a preferred radius of about 40 nm for the free-hinge BC and256

50 nm for the fixed-hinge BC. The force barrier for the free-hinge BC is about 2500pN, and for the fixed-hinge BC is about257

4000pN.258

Our theory agrees well with experiments.259

The shapes of endocytic invaginations in budding yeast have been imaged with electron tomography (14). These shapes typically260

do not have perfect axisymmetry assumed in our model (Figure 6a and b). However, from these images one can numerically fit261

the membrane shape and extract geometric features of the shape, which typically include the tip radius 't, the tip-neck distance262

�t and the membrane height ! (14). The tip radius 't is defined as the reciprocal of the meridian curvature ¤k averaged over263

an arc that extends over 15 nm from the endocytic invagination tip. The tip-neck distance �t is defined as the distance from264

the center of the neck to the most distant profile point from the neck. The membrane height ! is defined as the maximum265

height of the fitted profile above the base. The experimental datasets 't v.s. ! and �t v.s. ! contain the shape information of266

the endocytic invagination across different stages of CME. We use the two datasets as the fitting data to compare our theory267

with experiments. The fitting procedure is elaborated in the Appendix, where we use the characteristic radius 'p as the single268

parameter to fit the data. We find the optimum '∗p that minimizes the fitting error for the two datasets. For the free-hinge BC, the269

optimum '∗p = 16nm, and for the fixed-hinge BC '∗p = 21nm (Figure S4). The fitting errors at the optimum '∗p are comparable270

for the two BCs, and we cannot distinguish which BC fits the experimental data better (Figure S4).271

Using the optimum '∗p, our calculated membrane shapes agree well with the experimental profile, particularly in the early272

stage when the membrane height is low (Figure 6a and b). For membrane shapes that are higher than 65 nm, experimental273

membrane shapes are typically asymmetric and exhibit a narrower neck than the calculated ones, probably due to the presence274

of other membrane proteins that arrive later during CME and impose a cylindrical curvature at the neck of the invagination (e.g.275

amphiphysins). These effects are not considered in our model.276

As for the geometric features, experimental data shows that the tip radius 't drops from 50 − 100nm to 15nm as the277

membrane height increases. Our theory matches the trend of the experimental data, particularly for the part where 't < 40 nm278

(Figure 6c and d). The fitting for the tip radius with the free-hinge BC is slightly better than that with the fixed-hinge BC. For279

the tip-neck distance �t, our theory predicts that �t grows slowly with the membrane height ! when ! is less than 65 nm.280

Beyond this point, �t scales almost linearly with ! with a larger slope than the initial phase. This theoretical prediction again281

matches well with the experimental data (Figure 6e and f). The fitting for the tip-neck distance with the fixed-hinge BC is282

slightly better than that with the fixed-hinge BC.283

We stress that the different optimum '∗p-s for the two BCs result in a large difference in the magnitude of forces in the 5 -!284

curve (Figure 6g and h). This is because the unit of the force is the characteristic force 5p which scales with the characteristic285

radius 'p as 5p ∝ '2
p. As a result, the force barrier is about 2500 pN for the free-hinge, while it is about 4000 pN for the286

fixed-hinge.287

Fixed base v.s. freely moving base.288

We have focused on BCs where the base radius of the membrane is fixed. For a membrane fully coated with curvature-generating289

proteins, the initiation force �init either decreases with the intrinsic curvature 20 under the free-hinge BC, or is independent of290

20 under the fixed-hinge BC (Figure 3e and f, diamonds and solid lines). A previous work (18) studied a similar homogeneous291

model but used the free-base and fixed-hinge BC (BC4 in TABLE 1). This BC led to the surprising conclusion that the initiation292

force �init of a fully coated membrane is proportional to the spontaneous curvature 20, which implies that increasing the293
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spontaneous curvature 20 hinders CME because it raises the force required to lift the membrane off the cell wall. In addition, as294

a result of the freely moving base, the model predicted that the base radius 'b approaches zero when the membrane height295

is low. This result is inconsistent with experimental observations that the base radius of membrane invaginations remains296

roughly the same during the entire course of CME, from shallow invaginations to long tubes (Figure 6a and b). Therefore the297

experimental data supports our assumption that the base of the membrane is maintained at a fixed radius by endocytic proteins298

or by attachment to the cell wall. A recent systematic study of proteins involved in endocytosis by super-resolution microscopy299

revealed that many proteins are organized in concentric rings around the clathrin coat (27). These proteins may serve as anchors300

and may fix the base radius of the endocytic membrane.301

The different dependence of the initiation force �init on 20 between the fixed-base BC and the free-base BC can be clarified302

with a simple example. Since �init is only related to the early stage of CME when the membrane is almost flat, we approximate303

the dome-shaped membrane as a spherical cap and calculate its free energy � ('; 20, 'b) as a function of the sphere radius '304

for different spontaneous curvatures 20 and base radii 'b (Figure 7). For the fixed-base BC, the base radius 'b is a constant.305

When 20 is small, � ('; 20, 'b) decreases monotonically with ' and has its minimum at ' = ∞, which implies that a flat shape306

is more favorable than a curved one (Figure 7a). When 20 becomes large, � ('; 20, 'b) has a nontrivial minimum at a finite307

radius ' (Figure 7b,'b = 2'p), which implies that the membrane spontaneously bends into a curved shape. However, for the308

free-base BC assumed in the work of (18), the base radius 'b becomes a free parameter and the free energy � (', 'b; 20) is a309

function of both ' and 'b. No matter how large 20 is, the energy � (', 'b; 20) always admits a trivial minimum at 'b = 0,310

which represents a solution without any deformation (Figure 7a and b,'b = 0'p). If a force 5 is applied, a nontrival minimum311

of the total free energy � (', 'b; 5 , 20) = � (', 'b; 20) − 5 !(', 'b) may exist for a positive force 5 (Figure S5). However,312

the base radius for this nontrivial minimum is unrealistically narrow (∼ 0.02nm, see Supporting Material), therefore a freely313

moving base is probably not a proper BC to model CME in yeast.314

DISCUSSION315

Free-hinge v.s. fixed-hinge.316

Our analysis of the experimental data favors the BC with fixed base radius over that with freely moving base. However, we cannot317

directly distinguish whether the angle of the membrane at the base is free to rotate (free-hinge) or fixed to zero (fixed-hinge),318

since both BCs show good agreements with the experimental data (Figure 6a-f). Under the free-hinge BC, the membrane shape319

has a kink at the base points. We stress that this discontinuity in the membrane angle is physically and biologically plausible.320

First, for a membrane fully-coated with curvature generating proteins, the membrane’s spontaneous curvature can change321

abruptly at the base points and such discontinuity of the mechanical properties of the membrane will result in a kink. Second, for322

a partially-coated membrane whose mechanical properties smoothly change across the base points, the kink can be induced by323

external factors. Though it is hypothetical, early arriving endocytic proteins, such as myosin-I motors and BAR-domain proteins324

Syp1p, Cdc15p and Bzz1p form a ring-like structure around the clathrin-coated pit (27). The microscopic interactions between325

the ring, the membrane and the cell wall determine the exact BCs. At the macroscopic level, the phenomenological method326

of membrane mechanics used in this paper allows the presence of a kink as long as the underlying microscopic interactions327

permit. The free-hinge BC is only one of the many possible BCs that form a kink. Even for the fixed-hinge BC, the fixed angle328

is not necessarily zero but determined by the microscopic interactions. When tuning the membrane angle at the base for the329

fixed-hinge BC, we notice that the force barrier to pull a bare membrane into a tube can be reduced by increasing the base angle330

(Figure S6).331

Our calculations assume a single type of BCs for the entire stage of CME. We have shown that the free-hinge BC and the332

fixed-hinge BC might lead to dramatically different 5 -! curves. These results suggest a new way to regulate CME by tuning the333

BCs. By changing the BC from the fixed-hinge to the free-hinge, the force barrier is typically reduced. If at early stage the BC is334

fixed-hinge, switching to free-hinge permits the accumulated force to drive the transformation of the membrane from a dimple335

shape to a tubular shape, providing the force is larger than the force barrier determined by the free-hinge BC but smaller than336

the force barrier determined by the fixed-hinge BC.337

Homogeneous model v.s. inhomogeneous model338

We have studied not only the homogeneous model, i.e., a fully coated (or fully uncoated) membrane, but also the inhomogenous339

model, i.e., a partially-coatedmembrane. Comparing the twomodels, we noted the following differences: (i) In the inhomogeneous340

model, two force barriers in the 5 -! curve emerge as the spontaneous curvature 20 increases, and the low-height force barrier can341

be significantly reduced, even to values below zero, with increasing 20 (Figure 5e and f, circles). However, in the homogeneous342

model, there is only one force barrier, which can be hardly reduced with increasing 20, especially in the fixed-hinge BC343

(Figure 3e and f, circles). (ii) The elongation force �e can be reduced with 20 in the homogeneous model (Figure 3e and f,344
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squares), while in the inhomogeneous model it remains at a constant value of 5p regardless of BCs and parameter values of 00345

and 20. These differences suggest that a partially-coated membrane can be spontaneously lifted up to a significant height via the346

curvature-generating protein coat, while it is impossible to do so when the membrane is fully coated.347

Actin polymerization alone is insufficient to overcome the force barrier for CME in yeast cells348

even with the help of proteins that induce membrane curvature349

One of the key questions we aimed to address in this paper is how much force is needed to pull a membrane tube against high350

turgor pressure during CME. We have assumed a turgor pressure of 1 MPa and estimated that the force barrier is about 2500 pN351

for the free-hinge BC, but 4000 pN for the fixed-hinge BC (Figure 6g and h). In this calculation, we have assumed a point352

force acting on the membrane, which is a good approximation if the forces produced by actin filaments are concentrated near353

the tip of the membrane since the point force is the limit of a concentrated force distribution. We expect the point force is the354

most efficient way to deform a flat membrane into a tubular shape since it minimizes the total amount of force necessary to355

deform the membrane. Indeed, let’s consider a concentrated force distribution acting on the membrane such that the normal356

stress is larger than the turgor pressure at the stress-applied area. The stress is able to overcome the turgor pressure, therefore357

pulls the membrane up locally, and the stress-free parts of the membrane are raised up correspondingly. If the same amount of358

force is distributed on a larger area, the resulting stress is reduced and might be smaller everywhere on the membrane than the359

turgor pressure, and therefore could not pull the membrane up. Based on this argument, we expect our results provide a lower360

bound for the force barrier. However, even 2500pN is still beyond the force (< 200pN) that can be generated by polymerization361

alone of 150 − 200 actin filaments at the endocytic site (45, 50), given that the measured polymerization force for a single362

filament is only 1pN and the force generated by a bundle of filaments is usually smaller than the sum of each individual ones363

(51). Investigating non-polymerization based force production by the actin machinery will be our future work. A possible way364

is to release the elastic energy stored in geometrically frustrated crosslinkers, such as fimbrin (52, 53).365

CONCLUSION366

We have studied membrane deformations driven by a point force and by curvature-generating proteins in the presence of a high367

turgor pressure. A significant amount of force is required to deform the membrane as a result of the high turgor pressure. We368

have investigated possible ways to reduce the force requirement. This includes fully or partially coating the membrane with369

curvature-generating proteins and letting the membrane angle at the base freely rotate. By comparing with experimental data,370

we have shown that the BC with a fixed base radius is more appropriate than the freely moving base in describing membrane371

invaginations at the endocytic sites. The minimum force barrier predicted by our theory is about 2500 pN.372

APPENDIX373

Derivation of the membrane shape equations.374

The membrane shape is parameterized with its meridional coordinates ['(B), / (B)], which are related to the tangent angle375

k(B) via the goemetrical relation:376

¤' = cosk, (7)

and377

¤/ = − sink. (8)

In order to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation associated with the free energy Eq. (1), we express G in Eq. (2) explicitly as378

G = ^

2
'( ¤k + sink

'
− 20)2 + f' +

?'2

2
sink − 5

2c
sink + W( ¤' − cosk). (9)

Here we introduce the rescaled Lagrangian multiplier 2cW(B) to impose the geometric constraint set by Eq. (7). The variation379

of the functional � in Eq. (2) reads380

X�

2c
=

∫ (

0
dB

{[
mG
mk
− d

dB
mG
m ¤k

]
Xk +

[
mG
m'
− d

dB
mG
m ¤'

]
X' + mG

mW
XW

}
+ mG

m ¤k
Xk

����B=(
B=0
+ mG
m ¤'

X'

����B=(
B=0

, (10)
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which contains both the bulk terms (first line) and the boundary terms (second line). The Euler-Lagrange equations can be381

obtained by the vanishing bulk terms, which are reduced to382

¥k = cosk sink
'2 −

¤k
'

cosk + ?

2^
' cosk + W

^'
sink − 5

2c^'
cosk, (11)

and383

¤W = 1
2
^( ¤k − 20)2 −

^ sin2 k

2'2 + f + ?' sink, (12)

as well as Eq. (7).384

For the homogeneous model, the spontaneous curvature 20 is uniform and G is explicitly independent of the arclength B.385

This symmetry leads to a conserved quantity (54)386

H ≡ ^
2
'

[
¤k2 −

(
sink
'
− 20

)2
]
− ?

2
'2 sink − f' + W cosk + 5

2c
sink = 0. (13)

For the inhomogeneous model, the spontaneous curvature 20 (B) is spatially varied over the arclength as depicted by Eq. (6).387

The variation of the functional � in Eq. (10) needs to change to include a spatially varied surface tension f(B) to ensure that388

the membrane area is locally unstretchable. The detailed derivation can be found in Ref. (16). The new equation for f reads389

¤f = ^
(
sink
'
+ ¤k − 20

)
¤20. (14)

It is easy to show that this equation is equivalent to require thatH is conserved, i.e., ¤H = 0.390

Derivation of the boundary conditions.391

In order to get proper BCs, we set the boundary terms in Eq. (10) to zero. At the membrane tip (B = 0), ' = 0 by definition and392

we choose k = 0 to avoid any singularity. As a result, X' = 0 and Xk = 0 and the boundary terms automatically vanish.393

At the base of the invagination (B = (), as a result of the product of two conjugate variables mG
m ¤k and Xk, we have the freedom394

to let either mG
m ¤k = 0, i.e. the membrane can be freely rotate (free-hinge BC), or Xk = 0, i.e. the angle of the membrane is fixed395

(fixed-hinge BC). Similarly, we can choose mG
m ¤' = 0, i.e. the base can freely move, or X' = 0, i.e. the base radius is fixed. The396

combination of the two choices make up the four possible BCs listed in Table 1.397

Numerical methods to calculate the force-height ( 5 -!) relationships398

For the homogeneous model with a uniform spontaneous curvature 20, Eqs. (7), (11), (12) constitute a complete system of399

equations, which are numerically solved by a shooting method that has been widely used in Helfrich models (18, 49). The idea400

is to numerically integrate the three equations from the membrane tip B = 0 with MATLAB solver ode45 until the free-hinge401

BC or the fixed-hinge BC is met. The numerical integration needs input of the initial values of '(B = 0), k(B = 0), ¤k(B = 0)402

and W(B = 0). The radius '(B = 0) should be zero at the membrane tip. However, Eqs. (11) and (12) have a singular point403

at ' = 0. In order to avoid the singular point, we set '(B = 0) = n'p, where n = 0.001 is chosen to be a small number such404

that values smaller than 0.001 do not produce numerically distinguishable results. The initial angle k(B = 0) = 0 is to ensure405

continuity of the membrane shape at the tip. The derivative ¤k(B = 0) is the tuning parameter to match the BCs. For any given406

¤k(B = 0), W(B = 0) is solved via Eq. (13). Once the four initial values are set, the numerical integration continues until the407

free-hinge BC or the fixed-hinge BC is met. This is achieved by setting the termination event function in the ode45 solver. The408

membrane height ! =
∫ (

0 sink3B is then obtained via Eq. (8). Note that for different trials, the final arclength ( when the solver409

terminates are different. The shooting method is to find a proper pair of ( ¤k(B = 0), 5 ) such that when the integration terminates,410

i.e., the free-hinge BC or the fixed-hinge has been satisfied, the other BCs ' = 'b and ! = !0 are fulfilled for a particular411

membrane height !0 . In order to construct the 5 -! curve, once we get the solution of ( ¤k∗ (B = 0), 5 ∗) for a particular !0, we412

extend the membrane height ! with a small increment to !0 + Δ!. The solution ( ¤k∗ (B = 0), 5 ∗) for ! = !0 are then used as the413

initial trial for searching the solution for ! = !0 + Δ!.414

For the inhomogeneous model with a spatially varied spontaneous curvature 20 (B) defined by Eq. (6), Eqs. (7),(11),(12),(14)415

and ¤0 = 2c' constitute a complete system of equations. In addition to the four initial values required by the homogeneous416

model, 0(B = 0) and f(B = 0) are needed to numerically integrate the equations. We set 0(B = 0) = 0 and tune the combination417

of ( ¤k(B = 0),f(B = 0), 5 ) to match ' = 'b, ! = !0 and f = f0 when the solver terminates. The 5 -! curve is constructed in a418

similar way by gradually extending the membrane height ! with small increment of Δ!.419
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Numerical procedure to fit the experimental data420

We have 7 parameters in the inhomogeneous model listed in Table 2. The turgor pressure ? is fixed at ? = 1MPa. For the421

remaining 6 parameters, we express five of them as the function of the characteristic radius 'p and use 'p as the single parameter422

to fit the experimental data. The surface tension at the base f is set to be 0.002?'p such that the surface tension f plays a much423

less important role than the turgor pressure ? in determining the tube radius because
√
^/2f = 22'p � 'p. The base radius 'b424

is fixed at 'b = 2'p such that for a bare membrane, the force barrier �max as a function of 'b is close to the plateau and not425

sensitive to the variation of base radius (see Figure2 e and f). Based on the experimental observation that the copy number426

of clathrin molecules stays small and almost constant during the assembly and disassembly of actin meshwork (45), and the427

measured copy number 30-40 implies a hemispherical cap of the clathrin coat, we assume the coating area 00 = 2c'2
p and428

the spontaneous curvature 20 = 1/'p. The sharpness of the coating edge is controlled by the parameter U, which is set to be429

10/(2c'2
p). Values of U greater than 10/(2c'2

p) do not make a difference on the resulting 5 -! curve (Figure S7).430

We use the geometric features 't and �t v.s. membrane height ! as our fitting data. For the data points of {(!8 , '8
t )}, 8 =431

1, · · · ," in Figure 6c and d, the corresponding theoretical prediction of the tip radius ThR(!8) is calculated for a given 'p.432

The fitting error then reads433

err1 =
1
"

"∑
8=1
|'8

t − ThR(!8) |. (15)

Similarly the fitting error for the distance from neck to tip �t reads434

err2 =
1
"

"∑
8=1
|�8

t − ThD(!8) |, (16)

where ThD(!8) denotes the theoretical prediction of �t at ! = !8 . When plotting err1 + err2 as a function of the fitting435

parameter 'p, we find the optimum '∗p that minimizes the sum err1 + err2 (Figure S4).436
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Figure 1: CME in yeast and membrane models for CME. (a) Electron micrograph of a membrane tube formed during CME
in budding yeast. The image was obtained from https://www.embl.de/download/briggs/endocytosis.html and adapted under
the permission of the authors in (14). The scale bar is 50nm. (b) Schematic illustration of the membrane and key endocytoic
proteins shown in (a). The actin network surrounding the membrane tube is depicted as meshwork of branched and crosslinked
filaments, though their precise organisation cannot be resolved in the electron micrograph and the meshwork appears as a zone
from which ribosomes are excluded. A clathrin coat covering the tip of the membrane tube is also depicted, though the specific
spatial distribution of clathrin molecules cannot be resolved in (a). (c) Illustration of the membrane models. The membrane
(green layer) is pulled up by a point force 5 against osmotic pressure ?. The membrane is coated with proteins (orange layer)
that locally change the spontaneous curvature of the membrane 20. The position of the base (red triangles) is maintained at
a constant value 'b. We consider a homogeneous model (top) where the membrane is fully coated or fully uncoated with
curvature-generating proteins, and an inhomogeneous model (bottom) where the membrane is partially coated. We consider
two types of BCs, the free-hinge BC (left) where the membrane is allowed to freely rotate at the base, and the fixed-hinge BC
(right) where the membrane angle is fixed.
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Figure 2: Effect of the base radius 'b on the membrane shape and force requirement. (a - d) Force-height relationship
5 -! of membrane deformations for a fixed base radius 'b/'p = 0.5 in (a, b) and 'b/'p = 2 in (c, d), where 'p is the
characteristic tube radius (Eq. 4). The spontaneous curvature 20'p = 0. Insets show membrane shapes at the points indicated by
the corresponding symbols on the 5 -! curve. The square indicates the critical shape where the membrane is about to form
a neck. The scale bar corresponds to the characteristic tube radius 'p. (e, f) Force barrier �max (circle), initiation force �init
(diamond) and elongation force �e (square) for varying base radii 'b. The solid curve represents the analytical solution for �init.
(a-f) In the left column (a, c, e), the free-hinge BC is imposed at the base points ' = 'b, while in the right column (b, d, f), the
fixed-hinge BC is imposed. On the left and bottom axes (black), non-dimensionalized quantities are used, while on the right and
top axes (blue), quantities are measured in their physical units. The parameters are listed in Table 2 except 'b = 8nm in (a) and
'b = 10.5nm in (b).
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Figure 3:Effect of the spontaneous curvature 20 onmembrane shape and force requirement for a fully coatedmembrane.
(a - d) Force-height ( 5 -!) relationship of membrane deformations for a fixed spontaneous curvature 20'p = 0.2 in (a, b) and
20'p = 1 in (c, d). Insets show membrane shapes at the points indicated by the corresponding symbols on the 5 -! curve. The
square indicates the critical shape where the membrane is about to form a neck. The scale bar corresponds to 'p. In (a - d),
the solid line indicates shapes of the lowest free energy and the dashed line indicates shapes of relatively high free energy.
The dark color indicates membrane shapes that are all above I = 0, and the gray color indicates shapes that have parts below
I = 0. (e, f) Force barrier �max (circle), initiation force �init (diamond) and elongation force �e (square) for varying 20. The
solid curve represents the analytical solution for �init. (a - f) In the left column (a, c, e), the free-hinge BC is imposed at the
base points 'b = 2'p, while in the right column (b, d, f), the fixed-hinge BC is imposed. On the left and bottom axes (black),
non-dimensionalized quantities are used, while on the right and top axes (blue), quantities are measured in their physical units.
The parameters are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 4: Effect of the coating area 00 of curvature-generating proteins on membrane shape and force requirement for
a partially coated membrane. (a - d) Force-height ( 5 -!) relationship of membrane deformations for a fixed coating area
00/(2c'2

p) = 1 in (a, b) and 00/(2c'2
p) = 2 in (c, d). Insets show membrane shapes at the points indicated by the corresponding

symbols on the 5 -! curve. The orange part represents the area of the membrane coated with proteins and the green part
represents the bare membrane. The scale bar corresponds to 'p. In (a - d), the solid line indicates shapes of the lowest free
energy and the dashed line indicates shapes of relatively high free energy. The dark color indicates membrane shapes that are
all above I = 0, and the gray color indicates shapes that have parts below I = 0. (e, f) Low-height force barrier �1

max (circle),
high-height force barrier �2

max (star) and initiation force �init (diamond) for varying 00. (a - f) In the left column (a, c, e), the
free-hinge BC is imposed at the base points 'b = 2'p, while in the right column (b, d, f), the fixed-hinge BC is imposed. On
the left and bottom axes (black), non-dimensionalized quantities are used, while on the right and top axes (blue), quantities are
measured in their physical units. The parameters are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 5: Effect of the spontaneous curvature 20 of curvature-generating proteins on membrane shape and force
requirement for a partially coated membrane. (a - d) Force-height ( 5 -!) relationship of membrane deformations for a fixed
spontaneous curvature 20'p = 0.6 in (a, b) and 20'p = 2 in (c, d). Insets show membrane shapes at the points indicated by
the corresponding symbols on the 5 -! curve. The orange part represents the area of the membrane coated with proteins and
the green part represents the bare membrane. The scale bar corresponds to 'p. In (a - d), the solid line indicates shapes of
the lowest free energy and the dashed line indicates shapes of relatively high free energy. The dark color indicates membrane
shapes that are all above I = 0, and the gray color indicates shapes that have parts below I = 0. (e, f) Low-height force barrier
�1

max (circle), high-height force barrier �2
max (star) and initiation force �init (diamond) for varying 20. (a - f) In the left column

(a, c, e), the free-hinge BC is imposed at the base points 'b = 2'p, while in the right column (b, d, f), the fixed-hinge BC is
imposed. On the left and bottom axes (black), non-dimensionalized quantities are used, while on the right and top axes (blue),
quantities are measured in their physical units. The parameters are listed in Table 2.
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Figure 6: Comparison between our theory and experiments. (a, b) Membrane shapes obtained by electron tomography are
grouped according to their heights and overlaid at the tip. The data come from (14). The membrane shapes obtained by our
model are represented by solid curves. The orange part represents the area of the membrane coated with proteins and the green
part represents the bare membrane. (c, d) Comparison of the tip radius 't between obtained with our theory (line) and measured
experimentally (dots). (e, f) Comparison of the neck to tip distance �t between obtained with our theory (line) and measured
experimentally (dots). (g, h) Prediction of the force-height ( 5 -!) relationship from our theory using the parameters listed in
Table 2 which fit the experimental shapes in (a, b). (a-h) In the left column (a, c, e, g), the free-hinge BC is imposed at the base
points 'b = 32 nm, while in the right column (b, d, f, h), the fixed-hinge BC is imposed at the base points 'b = 42 nm.
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Figure 7: Free energy of membrane deformations under spherical cap approximation (a, b) Free energy of the membrane
as a function of the sphere radius ' for 20'p = 0 in (a) and 20'p = 1 in (b). For different base radii 'b, the range of ' is
['b,∞], where ' = 'b corresponds to a hemi-spherical cap and ' = ∞ corresponds to a flat shape.
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